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PrestoInteractif

IntEllIGEnt PaRkMEtER

A touch screen offers new functions

Besides the payment of hourly tickets, the 

PrestoInteractif’s touch screen offers a municipality 

the option of introducing new, more sophisticated 

functions and differentiate its parking policy. 

With an integrated touch screen keyboard, this 

intelligent parkmeter allows the virtualization of 

parking tickets through identification with the 

license plate number. It also allows the user to select 

discounts depending on his individual status, the 

type of vehicle or his journey based on alternative 

transportation means. 

Connected with IEM’s parking platform, the 

PrestoInteractif transmits every parking transaction 

and allows the user further functions such as the 

management of his parking transactions.
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A modernization of the existing parking infrastructure

Equipped with a PrestoEuropa, every parking operator can upgrade 

to a PrestoInteractif thanks to its interchangeable payment system. 

The evolution of a parking policy or the upgrade to a most up to date 

technology can be done in shorter time at lower cost.

PrestoInteractif

Size L230 x W230 x H1645 mm

Weight 65 kg

Cabinet
Extruded aluminum cabinet with cash box en-

forced and wrapped with stainless steel plates

Power supply Solar or mains

Solar power 

autonomy

Monochrome : 200 tickets / day *

Color : 100 tickets / day * with option solar panels 

15 watts

Power consumption

stand by

Less than 1mA 

With virtual ticket option : less than 4mA

Touch screen Diameter 7 inches and shock resistance IK10

Cash box volume 4,5 litres

 Ticket roll capacity 5,000 tickets

Reliability

Less than 1 defect per year

Temperature range : -15°C to +70°C

2 years warranty, with possible extension to 5 years

Data
Real time communication with the centralised par-

king platform via 3G  and remote programming

Options

Color screen

Payment means : cash, creditcards or private cards 

chip based and contactless, electronic wallets

Mains supply

Cabinet available in different RAL colors

Interface layout  and exterior panels persona-

lizeable

Languages : French, English, German, Spanish

Communication Presto1000

tEcHnIcal InfORMatIOnaPPlIcatIOnS

A new communication medium to interact with users

With its touch screen, the parkmeter PrestoInteractif offers a user friendly 

and modern user interface. It can be used as unique point of information. 

Its content is fully customizable and allows municipalities, to expand their 

distribution network for their news and all types of information.

Payments of hourly tickets

Payment of short and long term subscriptions

Payment of public transport tickets

Management of privileges

Management of stored values

Applications of free parking time

Enforcement of parking rotations

Management of shopping vouchers

Information kiosk

* in conditions of moderate sunlight in the latitude of Berlin


